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L L G  C R E A T E S  L U M B E R
M A R K E T  E X P E R T S

In addition to being the ONLY Softwood
Framing Lumber Market Forecast
PROJECTING WHEN prices will rise and fall
with 86% accuracy, we create LUMBER
MARKET EXPERTS.

Lumber price VOLATILITY has created fear
and lack of confidence for most...not LLG
members. We anxiously look forward to
these highly profitable opportunities.

Not only do we give you the answers, we
explain how and why the "whens" will occur,
giving you confidence to make critical
inventory decisions. 

O U R  O F F E R

In support of NLBMDA we would like to offer
its members a 2-month free trial. After the
trial, a 20% discount on ALL annual paid in
full memberships will be offered. Half of the
discount will be applied to the LLG
membership and half will be donated to
NLBMDA in support of their contributions to
our lumber industry.

T E S T I M O N I A L S  
"Thank you Matt, I am glad I took your advice
in November and bought heavy, that was a
great call. Now we are buying as little as
possible until something changes. Soon we
will see the numbers go down. Thanks again
for your knowledge and expertise."
- Chris Estridge, Estridge Deck and Patio

"The Layman’s Lumber Guide helps me and
my staff optimize our lumber purchasing. I
also have a treated lumber wholesale
business and it helps me to inform my
customers on where I feel the lumber market
is going"
- Paul Taylor, Marine Building Supply

MATT LAYMAN
Publisher/Owner 

Matt Layman has worked in lumber
commodities for nearly four decades,
drawing on a wealth of real-world
experience.

“There is no greater joy than watching
someone learn something new, like a kid
riding a bike. Our LLG team is committed
to helping its members learn how to ride
the “lumber bike”…with no hands and blind
folded. “


